
Matrox QID Pro - Accelerated PCI support for quad display set-ups
Whether it's organizing audio/video content across several displays in the studio or outputting video across multiple

plasma displays at an event, specialized output and viewing requirements demand a specialized graphics card.

Featuring unprecedented multi-display support, the Matrox QID Pro provides quad analog or digital output for the

flexible arrangement and delivery of multimedia content to multiple displays organized in a variety of configurations. 

Matrox professional graphics cards for digital content delivery

QID Pro

QID Pro can be easily configured to display a host

of content in numerous configurations 



A single slot PCI solution, this remarkably versatile graphics card is perfectly suited for displaying content in either two-by-two or one-by-four configurations
making it an ideal candidate for both public information display and audio/video editing requirements.

The QID Pro can also be paired with the Matrox Advanced Synchronization Module (ASM) in order to Genlock and Framelock footage being displayed
across multiple screens. Taking this one step further, the Matrox ASM can also synchronize multiple systems equipped with QID Pro graphics cards, provid-
ing truly astounding multi-monitor real estate for a visually impacting set-up.

*Please contact Matrox sales at 1-800-361-1408 for more information on supported systems and specifications

Four QID Pro cards, two in each system, delivering multimedia content to 16 displays with the Matrox ASM providing Genlock and Framelock support.

QID Pro boards in one-by-four and two-by-two configurations for 

ultimate quad display versatility

System requirements:

Interface PCI - supports 33 / 66 MHz buses

Memory 256MB

Multi-display support Quad DVI / Quad VGA

Compatible with Matrox ASM Provides Framelock and Genlock support
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